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San Diego Wednesday 
1999-02-24 

Questions & answers 

1999-0224-001 Beloved and holy and only child of our Heavenly Father, child of the one Source, 
Child of light divine. That is who you are. Again, take it deeply within the 
consciousness and contemplate what that means. Live within the consciousness. 
Experience, truly experience the divinity of the one holy Child. I am the one 
known as Jeshua ben Joseph -- Jesus, you have called me -- and it is in great joy 
that I come abide with you one again as you have chosen to call me forth. 

1999-0224-002 So has it been a joyful gathering? Have you enjoyed your time together? Would 
you do it again? In the blink of an eye, right? Yes. And the beat of the heart. 

1999-0224-003 Now we will speak of the exercise that we suggested you do last evening and this 
morning. The exercise of if you were the respondent you would answer with a yea 
or a nay. Keeping it very simple. How did you find that to be? 

1999-0224-004 Very difficult. More difficult than the silence. 

1999-0224-005 More difficult than the silence, yes. It brought about clarity in the mind did it 
not? For you had to think. If you wanted an answer you had to think of how to 
phrase it, how to sometimes ask again and again. 

1999-0224-006 ...... comments 

1999-0224-007 Yes, very true. You found yourself to be a master of the intonation, the subtly of 
meaning conveyed. Also with the expression upon the face. Even the body 
language. You are tuning in more and more to the subtitles of communication, the 
subtitles of a common union that goes beyond what is just spoken with the 
verbalization. True? 

1999-0224-008 It has been a good exercise for clarity, for discipline, if you will. For you have 
decreed that you will be the disciple which means that you will be putting some 
discipline into the experience, the human experience. 

1999-0224-009 But as you also saw, it was not a hard thing to do in that it was not a task that 
you couldn’t have fun with. For you did have fun with it. You caught yourself 
going on automatic pilot and then others around you would say, “Yes or no,” as 
the case might be and remind you it is good to be aware of what you are saying 
with the words, with the verbalization and also what you are saying with the 
intonations and with the body language and from the heart. This has been a time 
of going within. It has been a time of strengthening the awareness of the peace 
of the Christ and the strength of the Christ.  And when you leave this 
geographical location and you return to your other dwelling places or you go on to 
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a most beautiful experience, you will remember what you have experienced here. 
It will be a strengthening, a solid foundation for you and you will think back to 
this time many times and it will give you strength. 

1999-0224-010 For indeed you came innocent not knowing what to expect, not knowing why you 
were coming in truth. You came amidst all kinds of challenges. Amidst the voice of 
the separated ego telling you why you couldn’t be here and you found support. 
You found support of brothers and sisters who welcomed you and who said, “Let 
me do whatever is necessary for you to support you in true friendship.” And more 
than that, you found support of the Christ within. You found that never will you 
be in the feeling of aloneness again. For the Christ of you has been touched, 
activated and remembered. 

1999-0224-011 There will be times in what you call your days to come when you will remember 
the joy of being together, the strength of being together and the love of the 
Christ which you experienced here in these days. 

1999-0224-012 Now, as is customary after you have had a time together in what you would call 
perhaps a workshop, a class, a course of study. It is customary that you have the 
final exam. 

1999-0224-013 But not always necessary. 

1999-0224-014 In truth it is always necessary. In truth it always happens whether you are 
aware of it or not. There is a bit of the stock taking that you do as you come 
from any experience not just what you would see as an extended time as in a 
course of study but even in a momentary exchange with another one there is a 
instantaneous stock taking that the expanded Self of you does. 

1999-0224-015 So we will do that in this evening. We will have a final exam although in truth it 
is not final. It is always ongoing. I will ask of you to take a moment or so to 
breathe deeply and to go within and to ask, what is one gift you have received in 
these days? What have you learned? What have you experienced? What has been 
the treasure in these days together? What will you take back with you? It is as 
a gifting. What did you enjoy the most? What was the revelation that came to 
you? Would you like to share? 

1999-0224-016 I have a more expanded feeling of love. 

1999-0224-017 An expanded feeling of love. Touching that place of realization of love. Always 
the love of the Christ is with you and within you. But in these days you have had 
opportunity to see it at work and at play. To see it visible. To be part of it. To 
feel the flow of the love and to increase it as in the exercise we did of the other 
evenings where we sent the energy down the row and you were to allow the 
energy to build up within yourself. You have been doing that over the days of this 
gathering. You have been accentuating and increase the awareness of the Christ 
love. 
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1999-0224-018 For when you arrived here not quite a week ago, you had intention of knowing 
Christ love but you also had much else going on. There was a scatteredness, if you 
will, of energy because you felt part of you was still back in the geographical 
location of your dwelling place back home to coin a phrase. And you felt that 
part of you was back there. Part of you perhaps was still in the airplane or in 
the vehicle and you had intention to bring it all together. And in the previous 
days now you have had opportunity and you have done that, to experience a 
greater expansion of love and to see it as good. 

1999-0224-019 What have you felt? If someone asks of you, “Well what did you gain from 
sending all of those golden coins?” 

1999-0224-020 It is priceless. 

1999-0224-021 Indeed it is, yes. 

1999-0224-022 One thing I felt in the meditation was how much peace had descended on this 
room. It was wonderful. I guess the connectedness comes. The day when we 
were asked to be silent that was a really big experience for me to feel the 
release of it. As soon as I got in the car the radio just blared out and I 
thought, oh, I must turn this off. Silence is golden and it was just a fantastic 
experience for me the quiet time. 

1999-0224-023 Treasure. 

1999-0224-024 So I cannot put a dollar value on it. 

1999-0224-025 Of course. 

1999-0224-026 It’s worth millions. 

1999-0224-027 And you beloved one, what treasure would you speak of if someone asks you, 
“Well was it worth it? What was special about it? 

1999-0224-028 ....ordinary sense of communion with everyone and just such openness and 
such a feeling that there am, I am, they are, I am. Such a feeling of wanting 
and being the same kinds of things with different expressions but this center 
was the same, the center was solid. Just very loving. Such an extraordinary 
thing, that experience. 

1999-0224-029 Yes. Now you now always that it is available to you. Yes, and you will take that 
back with you. You will take it wherever you go. One of the important things you 
have been showing to yourself is that if you are ever feeling down, as the 
terminology in your world is, you can call upon the brothers and sisters whom you 
have met and renewed friendships with in this time. You can be open with them. 
You can say, “I need a word, a good word. Share with me your love for a moment 
of so.” It is a treasure. 

1999-0224-030 And you beloved one, what revelation, what treasure would you take? 
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1999-0224-031 Well I’ve been out and about everyday interacting with people in San Diego 
and I visited my friend who had a baby two years ago and I had not met this 
little baby yet and so I went to have dinner to meet little Jack and he was 
such a delight and so full of light and so beautiful and innocent and healthy 
and happy and in his eyes I saw reflected all of the love that I had felt in 
San Diego from everyone that I interacted with. It was a beautiful 
confirmation of everything that’s happened here. 

1999-0224-032 In other words, what you are seeing on the inner then you picture in the outer. 
Truly you will find that now wherever you go. 

1999-0224-033 Thank you. 

1999-0224-034 And you beloved one, what treasure will you speak of? 

1999-0224-035 Well everything that’s been said so far has come from my heart, too. 

1999-0224-036 Of course. It is the one heart. 

1999-0224-037 One of the things that really has left a strong impression on my heart is how 
significant and important it is to take a breath and where I really noticed 
that when we went through the line and then we would hug and taking the 
breath at the same time with the person that you are hugging its like an 
explosion of love and energy just pouring from and through and out and all 
about. It was phenomenal. 

1999-0224-038 Yes, it was indeed. 

1999-0224-039 So if nothing else for me it was just very, very strong taking the breath 
while hugging. It was beautiful. And then the other treasure that is so 
important for me is bringing my daughter, Melissa. It was been a nice 
experience for me to be together with her because we have not had this 
opportunity before. 

1999-0224-040 What you would call quality time together. 

1999-0224-041 So thank you. 

1999-0224-042 I thank you. Beloved one. 

1999-0224-043 Well everything that has been said, but when I was at Sea World today I 
think as a result of our being together I felt such a healing and so in love of 
those animals. A feeling I didn’t anticipate. It was a very nice feeling. 

1999-0224-044 A Christ feeling in truth. For there are brothers and sisters who would listen to 
someone speaking of going to Sea World and they would say, “But that is so 
worldly.” Yet when you look with the eyes of Christ you see oneness. It was a 
Christ experience. 

1999-0224-045 What would you speak? 
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1999-0224-046 The peace and harmony has been a tremendous, tremendous gift. It was a 
wonderful gift, the feeling of just incredible peace. 

1999-0224-047 And healing. 

1999-0224-048 And very healing. I’ve also really enjoyed the joy of giving love as well as 
receiving it. The realization of how joyful and wonderful giving love as well as 
receiving it is. That has been a real gift. 

1999-0224-049 It has allowed the heart to expand into the acknowledgement and realization of 
the Christ which you are. Very powerful. And you beloved one, what treasure? 

1999-0224-050 I was go along with what everybody has said so far.... still being processed. 
.... I would think I’d probably have a clearer definition once I get back..... I 
really can’t say anything .... 

1999-0224-051 In truth beloved one you have come forth-ward with a grand discernment for 
everyone here is going to be in process of revelations after they leave this 
gathering. In other words it is not going to end with the conclusion of this 
gathering. There are going to be revelations that come in the days after this as 
you will remember, as you will contrast experiences that you have in the future. 

1999-0224-052 You will have now a touchstone where you will come back to certain feelings of 
love of Christ, the truth that will see you through other challenging times. That 
has been a very valuable discernment and I thank you for speaking it. Yes, 
beloved one. 

1999-0224-053 Wow. So much has opened up for me personally to just put, say one thing. 
It’s hard to say but to sum it up I would say it would be remembrance and 
acceptance of power and magic that comes from love and communion on so 
many levels. The communion that we in the closeness we feel with each of my 
family here and the renewal of that love and the deepening that I feel here 
and support I feel for my family here. 

1999-0224-054 And with the animals that I met and experienced at Sea World and today at 
the zoo was just awesome. The communion I felt, the Christ was there. The 
Christ was here and the magical Advance that took place, the timing of 
things the synchronicity of events, just the way that things are opening up 
and the development of our relationships with each other and that the world 
around us. It seemed like it comes because of a sense of commitment that I 
felt. A deeper sense of commitment in my own heart to what we are doing 
together as a family and that is has increased the power of experience. It’s 
just like I large, it’s very big for me to be here and I came here in faith 
because it was a big thing to do to come here for me personally, and to be 
here and to share this time together. It’s just priceless.... 

1999-0224-055 In truth it is, yes. 
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1999-0224-056 And it feels wonderful. 

1999-0224-057 And it is full of wonder. You have touched on something very important as well in 
discernment. There has been a growing clarification of purpose that has been 
commitment, yes, you have made and the choice to be here was a choice-less 
choice. Many of you went through the voice of the separated ego that said, “It is 
not possible to be there because of...,” and all of these reasons were enumerated 
even up until you almost arrived here. And even after you did arrive here there 
were moments when you thought, “I don’t know if I’m going to stay.” 

1999-0224-058 But there has been a growing clarification of purpose, a growing clarification of 
the definition of what you are about. This will aid in the knowing of commitment 
as well. Thank you for bringing that out. 

1999-0224-059 I don’t know if I can say all that came to me in words here. I think one of 
the greatest gifts happened the day I was in a quandary about staying and 
felt this incredible heaviness and sadness. Feelings I never feel at a 
gathering like this came over me and it was so disconcerting and confusing 
and in the middle of it I had that nudge that I should call Judi and when I 
acted on that because it was the middle of the workshop going on here and I 
found out that she was feeling the very same things I was and not only she 
but others. That at another level was a deep sense of comfort and communion 
for me to know that even in those hard times when maybe we are clearing 
our own things, the planet things and whatever level we may not even be 
aware of that often we are sharing even though we may be miles apart 
because I wasn’t even part of the workshop. I had no conscious idea what 
was going on but I was very much in tune with it. 

1999-0224-060 That is true. 

1999-0224-061 And the other gift has come with the communion for me, I’m thinking first 
when I found those pictures in the gallery and the incredible depth of soul 
that I felt such a heart connection with each picture. It reminded me of how 
I also felt today at the zoo with the animals which I expected that actually 
now, but it was even more wonderful and magical than I expected. But when 
I was sitting here waiting for my turn I realized the inner-connectedness of 
all of that and why it all came at this time deepening that sense of 
communion with all beings. 

1999-0224-062 Yes, and the wonderful knowing that you now take with you. As we have said, 
whenever you are going through something the separated ego will speak to you 
that you are the only one feeling this. Now in truth, you are not separate from 
anyone and there are others who are feeling at different intensity perhaps, but 
they are feeling the same energy and dealing with it in their own way. They are 
also in that communion with you. 
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1999-0224-063 Therefore, do not hesitate, any of you, when you are going through something and 
it seems like a muddle, do not hesitate to call out to the rest of you. To call out 
to the other aspects of you. The brothers and sisters as you see them 
individualized, but they are, but aspects of the One. Call out to them and say, 
“What are you feeling? This is what I’m feeling. What do you get?” I love to hear 
you say that. “What are you getting?” And compare notes and you will find that 
truly what you are feeling and experiencing is being shared by others and you are 
not as the separated ego would say, “All by yourself. Up the creek without a 
paddle.” Thank you. 

1999-0224-064 I have not only felt a confirmation but an expansion of what I have been 
experiencing and I think we had a somewhat of a lesson this morning when 
our friends began asking us about what was transpiring here and we did not 
hesitate to go ahead and expand it to them. And we should not fear doing 
that. 

1999-0224-065 Exactly, and how did it feel? 

1999-0224-066 Absolutely great. I felt at peace in doing it and one understanding leads to 
another and I’m sure that these people when they go back and meet with 
their minister are going to bring back some remembrance of what we had 
mentioned to them. They are wonderful friends and we are happy to serve 
them that way. 

1999-0224-067 Yes, for indeed you have opened a door for them. A door which they didn’t quite 
know was there and you have shown them that there is another door. It is as you 
have had the wonderful game show you call it where you have several doors. 
What is behind the door? Well what you did you opened the door and you said, 
“Look at the treasures behind that door. Would you like to win that door?” You 
showed them that there was a door there and the treasures beyond that. 

1999-0224-068 Also for yourself you experienced that once you start to share with another one 
the barrier dissolves. It is the separated ego that says, “What if? What if they 
are going to judge me?” But you have come past that point. All of you have come 
past that point in truth because you have already been judged in your view by 
others as being a bit weird. 

1999-0224-069 {Laughter} 

1999-0224-070 So you said, “Well, okay.” You have already said, “Okay that has been done. I 
have been judged to be a bit far out, to be a little bit stranger than others.” So 
alright you’ve been there, you’ve done that. You don’t have to worry about having 
that as a new experience. And it gives you freedom. It gives you freedom to open 
the mouth and to share the truth which is transforming your life. And as you 
begin sharing, one piece of sharing then leads to another and you find it easier 
and easier a growing confidence if you will. Thank you for doing that. 
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1999-0224-071 Thanks for the clarification of the energy that we see around people. 

1999-0224-072 Yes. 

1999-0224-073 I’d like to second what everyone else has said and especially Roger because 
we did talk with these people. The first time we talked with anybody outside 
this group really and about what we were doing and believing and 
experiencing and it was a very good thing for us. Our oldest daughter that 
converted to the Mormon Church and I learned early on about how they sent 
their young men and sometimes the women now as missionaries in their late 
teens and early twenties and I realized almost right away that while they 
probably didn’t convert a whole lot of people that way it really consolidated 
their beliefs and made them think about what they stood for and be able to 
express it and consolidate it within themselves. So this I’m sure is one of the 
things that’s going to be happening for us as we start talking about this with 
people who don’t necessarily think as we do and that will be a good thing. 

1999-0224-074 Yes, there is the clarity that comes. 

1999-0224-075 Yes, and the other thing that I hadn’t thought about and was sort of in awe 
of is the fact that you said that our presence and our love was having such 
an effect just not only here but everywhere in changing the course of things 
to an extent and I never really expected to have that much of an influence 
in a positive or negative way with just a group the size of this. And so that 
was a real revelation to me. 

1999-0224-076 You have a saying in your scriptures, where two or three are gathered in my 
name, in other words in the remembrance of the Christ, most powerful energy, 
remembrance. It does not matter if it is a small group, it does not matter if it is 
only seeming one individual since there is no separation always you have two or 
three, you have a multitude gathered. As you are aware of the Christ presence 
you impact the energy of everyone else. 

1999-0224-077 It is as the web of the spider. You cannot touch it at one point and not have it 
resonate, vibrate at another point on the web. As you are lifting up your 
remembrance into the Christ awareness, you touch all others on the points of the 
web. There is no separation. 

1999-0224-078 What you have done with this group even though it seems to be small in numbers 
it has been powerful in impact for you have been living in the love of true family. 
You have been living in the love of equal Christs. You have been looking for it, you 
have been enjoying extending it and giving it to others. And as you have done that 
you have made a very mighty shift within yourself as you see yourself to be an 
individual and also a great impact on the energy of this region and by doing that 
it spreads out as the ripples on the pond and touches all of life form seen and 
unseen. It is no small thing that you have done. And that you will continue to do 
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because it is going to be with you as beloved brother here has spoken, the golfer, 
as he has spoken it is going to be an ongoing process of deepening awareness. 

1999-0224-079 Beloved Elder, what gifting, what revelation will you take from this gathering? 

1999-0224-080 Many. Of course I was very concerned about having such a small group here 
and I always feel a deep sense of responsibility, “Gee, I hope it works,” and I 
take home a lot of love and joy. Some good creative ideas have come out of 
this get together between brothers and sisters here to do more exciting 
things. I can’t wait to see what’s going to happen. Thank you. 

1999-0224-081 There has been a growing sense of cohesiveness. If you will receive it this is a 
very powerful core. This is not all of the heart family as you know. There are 
members whom you have met in other times in other locations who are here with 
you in supportive love energy. Who have not brought the body to this gathering. 
But this what you see around you is a very powerful core for a work whose time 
has come. It is a birthing, if you will. There is much that will be done quite 
rapidly, upon this plane because you have decreed that it is time that this work 
be done. And the work I speak of is the remembrance of the Christ and spreading 
the light of that message to others. 

1999-0224-082 For long enough have you walked in darkness. Long enough have you allowed the 
brothers and sisters to walk in darkness, to walk in the shadows not 
understanding. To live in sorrow. To live in a sense of lack and limitation, 
abandonment, not knowing the Father’s love. Long enough. Now there is a work 
that this core is going to be doing for you are going to be attracting more and 
more of the individualities, the bodies to be with you as well. The visible bodies 
and also the unseen ones who are very much working in concert with you. 

1999-0224-083 As you see bodies know that for each body that you view there are one hundred 
fold of the unseen who are working to bring about the remembrance of the Christ 
upon this plane. It is quite powerful. So when you sometimes sit and you think, 
“What am I? Who am I to be able to do anything?” You are but part of a great 
concerted angelic presence. Wow, that is a good word for it. 

1999-0224-084 Well you have all done very well with your final exam. I will give you the gold 
star and the one hundred points. And now as I have asked of you the questions, 
we will have some time for you to ask of me if you desire, some questions. We will 
take a few. It will not be necessary for everyone to ask unless of course it goes 
that way. But there is the opportunity. You have come with a question. The 
questions can be as you see most universal in nature. They can be of something 
we have touched on in the previous days. They can be something that will be 
alluded to in the future or they can be of personal nature if you want. Yes. 

1999-0224-085 I’m curious about the Ark of the Covenant. What is that? What do we need 
to know about it? 
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1999-0224-086 Ah, that is a very good question because indeed what you have been experiencing 
in this gathering together is a covenant as well. You have all made a covenant 
with each other that you will be a core group, that you will be disciples to the 
Christ. 

1999-0224-087 Now the Ark of the Covenant it has meaning on many levels. You will know it very 
well as in a story that is recorded in your holy scriptures of a brother who built 
a seemingly very large ship and took upon it the animals, all of the known animals 
at that time two by two plus the families and there was a great cleansing upon 
this plane. You have a story, it is recorded in your scriptures and at a certain 
point after there had been a cleansing of a certain consciousness upon this plane, 
there was seen to be after all of the rain of the heavens, it was seen to be a 
most beautiful arc which you see even in this day and time you call the rainbow. 
It was an arc of a covenant that said, “We have been there, done that. We will 
not do that again.” 

1999-0224-088 It has been interpreted that God the Father put the arc in the heavens, the 
beautiful rainbow colors to say that now, from now on there will be peace, there 
will be love, there will be harmony that I will be with you. That is how your story 
has gone. But in truth it was a most wonderful arc which you have now as a 
promise where you as collective consciousness said, “I have been there, I have 
done that. I have delved deeply into a consciousness where the focus was so upon 
power and the use of power that I don’t have to go back to that point and do it 
again.” And you have even now the reminder as you see your beautiful rainbow in 
the heavens. 

1999-0224-089 Now, the holy child in its adventure, we have spoken of this many times, has 
created much of what you will call technology, much of a focusing of energy and 
there was brought about after this time for the purpose again of some power, an 
ark that was held to be a physical object with a focusing of energy within that 
physical object and it was kept as a most sacred relic. Only the highest and most 
wise ones of your cultures, your civilization were allowed to be in its presence or 
to understand what it was. 

1999-0224-090 Now in truth it was a focusing of the energy of the Christ. It was a focusing of 
energy that you call even now you have an equivalent of it that you call laser. It 
is a bringing together in very intense focusing of energy and it was held to be 
most powerful and it was held to be most sacred and it was used again as a tool 
for keeping others of the brothers and sisters in certain position of powerlessness, 
in other words, there were authorities who would made decision and who would 
say that this is how it is going to be. 

1999-0224-091 So it was used again as a certain way again with the belief in duality on this 
plane. It was very powerful pure energy but you see the turning of it, turning 
around again to be used in a certain way. 
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1999-0224-092 Now the ark of the covenant you have in this room. You have the energy of the 
Christ. You are remembering, you are beginning to remember the power of 
physical energy. You are bringing about technology which can be focused energy 
and direct energy in a way that yet says, “I am separate from that energy.” In 
other words, you see it as technology, as equipment, something that is so separate 
from yourself. But in truth it is not separate from you, cannot be separate from 
you because it is within your awareness already at that point and you are the one 
that is giving the power to the energy that is being focused. 

1999-0224-093 In a day and time which is not that far off from now, you are going to be sitting 
in a gathering such as this and you are going to focus the collective energy so 
specifically that in the midst of you, you will manifest an ark, a tangible thing of 
energy that can be used either for, as you will judge it, good or bad. You as the 
gathering which you will be at that time will use it for healing. 

1999-0224-094 But in a day and time not that far off from now you will remember that from a 
certain point of focused energy, points, we will make that plural known as the 
chakras of the body, you can focus and direct energy. You have done this many 
times from what is known as the third eye. You have done it other times from the 
crown chakra. 

1999-0224-095 Know you the ritual of bowing the head? It is to focus, to extend to another one 
the light. You do it now as a practice in forgetfulness. You do it now as just a 
ritual. Something you have been taught to do. In other day and time it was 
important that you blend your energy, that you seek that there was energy. You 
have done it other times from the chakras of the palms of the hands. You do this 
even now in some of your groupings where you will send energy to others ones 
when you hold up the palms of the hand. Why do you do that? It is a 
remembrance deep within you of focusing energy and sending it. You have used it 
at other times to be most direct so that you would penetrate the structure of 
the wall. In other words, yes, the wall of Jericho comes tumbling down. You could 
do that now in this room where you would separate that wall that you see there. 
You would slice it because of the focusing of your energy. 

1999-0224-096 So you have within this room right now, the ark. In other words you have all of 
that energy right here and now and you have a covenant with each other. The 
covenant you have made, you have said, “I will be part of a very powerful, not in 
terms of world power, but a very powerful force that desires to bring about 
heaven upon earth.” Does that answer your question beloved one? 

1999-0224-097 Yes, thank you. 

1999-0224-098 On a night radio program a man that was doing remote viewing and he had 
gone or had seen the Ark of the Covenant but he couldn’t get close to it. He 
.... 
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1999-0224-099 Yes, that was the belief that the priests put forward and in truth those who 
were not in remembrance as it is now if you use a certain what you call the 
electricity, you use it in the wrong way it can certainly send you flying. For it 
was the same with the tangible Ark of the Covenant, you could not get close to 
it. 

1999-0224-100 However, you now in your divinity are coming close to everything because you are 
saying, “I am one with everything.” You are changing a very, as you see it, a very 
old belief. Thank you. 

1999-0224-101 I’ve got a couple of questions about the light. One particular you probably 
remember, I made a comment in Vail about a, I started experiencing there 
flashes of light. It was usually when I turned... in this daylight you don’t 
notice it. But I think it was yesterday morning it really startled me. It was 
so brilliant, so bright. Can you explain a little bit about what that was? 
What’s going on? 

1999-0224-102 Now, on one level you have the medical facilitators who will say it comes about 
because of something physical happening within the body. That is turned around. 
There is physical evidence of something happening within the body, yes, but it is 
not the body that is making it happen. It is your expanding awareness that is 
bringing it forth and you are allowing the physical evidence to be there. 

1999-0224-103 You mean let there be light? 

1999-0224-104 Yes, exactly. For many of you, you catch glimpses of light that seem to be just 
beyond the periphery like little fireflies perhaps that seem to be there once in a 
while or a certain passing of light, a speck of light that seems to go across and 
you are not quite sure because when you try to focus on it, it is gone. 

1999-0224-105 You are allowing even the physical sense receptors to be the servant of the spirit 
of you and to bring you the information. For you are now moving into an expanded 
state of awareness that says, “I am not separate from the aura of me. I am not 
separate from any of the light of the Christ which is activating this manifest 
form.” So you will be experiencing more and more of the flashes of light and the 
little fireflies of light even to the point where you are going have a bit of the on 
the road to Damascus, not to your detriment but a very bright light. 

1999-0224-106 Another one along the same lines, Thursday morning as I was relaxing and 
doing a couple of breathing exercises, I was looking at the wall and it sort of 
startled me for a second because of those flashes of light, they were 
beautiful multicolored rainbows. There were a whole bunch of them. As soon 
as I experienced it I had an awesome feeling of the angelic beings. It was 
just, oh boy. Thank you. 

1999-0224-107 Now, you will, many of you will interpret what you see and what you sense to be 
the angelic realm and this is true. You may also interpret what you see and sense 
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to be brothers, space brothers, other dimensional brothers, whatever you want to 
call them. This is true. There is much of energy around you, all of you. I would 
suggest that you acknowledge the presence of the angelic realm, of the masters, 
guides and teachers, the space brothers and the other dimensional life 
consciousness and then you take it one step further, and you know that it is you. 

1999-0224-108 The one. Again the same as you if you have been practicing and you look upon 
another one who is activating a body that seems to be separate from you and all 
of sudden there is a transcendent presence where you feel that you have gone 
within them. You have lost all sense of boundary of small self and you feel as in 
some of the hugs that you give one another and you breathe with them. You feel 
a sense, a knowing of oneness and for an instant and sometimes longer, you lose 
the feeling of barrier. There is a transcendent presence of one. 

1999-0224-109 You will be experiencing, all of you, more and more of the expanded awareness of 
light and of presence around you angelic, other dimensional, the guides and 
teachers and masters because you have asked for this awareness now. You are 
finished with saying, “This is all there is of me.” Now you are allowing the 
boundary to be as thin as tissue paper, very very thin membrane where there can 
be the osmosis of light. 

1999-0224-110 And at first it will seem to be because of habitual way of understanding. It will 
seem to be separate energy that you will label it as something other than 
yourself. But then very quickly you will breathe and you will know communion. 

1999-0224-111 Thank you. We’ve been very aware of the extra terrestrial friends for a long 
time sensing their presence. 

1999-0224-112 Shalom 

1999-0224-113 Shalom. 

1999-0224-114 I would like to ask you ever since I’ve been here I’ve been twitching like 
Elvis Presley in the early years. So I would like to ask you if you could shed 
some light on that or elucidate for me a bit of what all is going on? 

1999-0224-115 Indeed, it is much the same as what we were addressing with the previous 
question. There is an energy shift that is happening for you and within you. There 
is much that is happening where you are becoming very sensitive to shifts in 
energy and to revelations that come within you that bring about a realignment of 
energy. Many of you have the experience, have had the experience where there 
has been something that has touched you deeply and you have gotten the little 
goosebumps and you have said, “Oh, my goodness, I’ve really got goosebumps on 
that one.” It is the same idea. It is the energy shift that happens with a new 
revelation. So for you it seems to be a bit more intense, a bit more visible but it 
is the same thing. There is much that is happening within you as an energy 
realignment and shifting and it will continue for some time because you again, you 
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have said that you will be as the lightening rod that will transmute and change 
energy. Do not worry you have always admired the one known as the Elvis. 

1999-0224-116 I would like to ask you also when I get back to my home community I am 
planning to take my channeling and the messages here to the gay and lesbian 
community and there has been some hostility toward Christianity because of 
the hostility toward them from the Christians. But I would like to ask for the 
support of the community here and of course the angelic realm who I know is 
behind all of this. 

1999-0224-117 As you have asked, it is yours. In truth already the Christ presence has gone 
before to make the rough places smooth for you. It is not by accident that you 
feel a calling, an invitation to do this for there are many wounded souls who have 
said out of great courage that they will come and live again on this plane in order 
to bring about for others a shift in consciousness. It also serves them in their 
healing and their remembrance what they are experiencing. 

1999-0224-118 These are great masters who have chosen out of great courage to live a life, a 
lifestyle as you call it, a bit out of the ordinary setting themselves apart as they 
have done many other lifetimes to be teachers by example, to give others 
opportunity to either stand in love or in judgment. The work that you will be 
doing with this community it is very much a community as you have spoken and it 
is going to be very powerful again. It is going to be as the ripples on the pond. 

1999-0224-119 These are ones who are asking to know their Christhood. Not in a way of 
traditional definition. That already has not served them. That already has put 
them as outcasts which has happened many other lifetimes where they would 
exhibit certain physical characteristics, where they would be ostracized and put 
out of the accepted circle. This is a role that they have known many other times 
and they have said, “Okay, I can do it again.” 

1999-0224-120 The healing that is going to come forth because of the love that you will be 
taking there and will be activating within them will go out as the ripples upon the 
pond to heal many. Thank you. 

1999-0224-121 Jeshua I have friends and we talked recently the ideas of mirrors have come 
up and I really don’t understand mirrors. When I was six years old my father 
died and there are those that have said to me, “Oh well, it’s because you 
thought God abandoned you.” Well at six years old I had no conception of 
God being there or not being there and as I look upon it now I’ve always 
thought that God is there and that God was never an angry God or an unjust 
God or the God that many religions tell us about and yet people would say to 
me, “Well the mirror was that again you felt that God had abandoned you or 
you were angry with God,” and none of that resonates with me. I know that 
there are some mirrors that you look at and they say, “I’ve been there and 
I’ve done that and I’m through with it.” How do you discern mirrors? 
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1999-0224-122 In truth every experience that comes to you is as a mirror for it will show you 
something. As we have spoken you are never separate from anyone or anything. 
The experience is going to show you part of you. It is going to reflect back to 
you something within the adventure of the holy Child. The habitual reaction has 
been one to listen to the separated ego and to take from whatever that message 
was, to take the judgment and the interpretation that there is something wrong 
with you that has to get fixed and that the mirror is showing you something that 
needs to be healed or fixed. 

1999-0224-123 In truth the mirror is as you have your looking glass, it is neutral. It just shows 
you something. Because of habitual separated ego, it has been easy to then say, 
“Oh well, the meaning must be that there is something within me that needs to 
be healed, something within me that is imperfect. Some deeper meaning I have to 
search for.” And as you have seen, the brothers and sisters are very quick to give 
you interpretation. Each one individualized according to their past experience. 

1999-0224-124 In other words, what you are bringing up to look upon they are also having as a 
mirror for them to interpret what they see according to their past experience. So 
what they give to you is based upon their perception of what the mirror is 
showing. It may or may not have any meaning for you. You may accept it or leave 
it. 

1999-0224-125 Now every experience is as a mirror where it will show you something. Then you 
are are the one who reads meaning into it. I watch you in the morning when you 
look into your looking glass and stand there and at first some of you make the 
faces into the mirror and you do things with the hair and you make most 
wonderful expressions. Some of you get up out of the bed and you look and you 
say, “Oh, what a beautiful being that you are in this morning.” Most of you get 
up and you say, “My goodness.” 

1999-0224-126 But in truth every experience is as a mirror and is neutral. Do not let it be a 
judge and jury. And the others who will give to you their interpretation of the 
mirror, that is all it is. It is their interpretation. You’re welcome. 

1999-0224-127 Good evening. 

1999-0224-128 Good evening beloved one. I’m going to ask a personal question this evening. I 
have had a lot of challenges with my health this year. The periods when I’m not 
feeling well coming closer together and sometimes very intense and I’ve also have 
had a lot of feelings of sadness lately and I’m not the type of person that’s said. 
I’m wondering if you could give me some clarity on that? 

1999-0224-129 There is much that is going on with you on many levels. It has to do with what 
you see this lifetime to be and it has to do with many other lifetimes as well for 
you are healing in this lifetime many other lifetimes of woundedness. Many other 
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lifetimes of a belief that you had to suffer, that life on this plane was fraught 
with judgment and suffering. 

1999-0224-130 This lifetime you have come bouncing into it as a certain supposedly innocent and 
yet you have brought with you previous belief as all of you have done. None of 
you are as the tabular rasa, that is a clean slate. All of you have brought 
previous experience, a previous disposition to certain belief because of other 
experiences of lifetimes. This lifetime you have said, “I am going to see my 
holiness. I am going to know healing of all of the beliefs that have not served me. 
And I am going to bring them up in spades so that I can deal with them. So that 
I can be in truth what I know myself to be, the Christ and the Christ teacher.” 
For you desire to be teacher to others. You desire to help them. Not to have to 
do it for them but to allow them to know the Christ. 

1999-0224-131 You are in a period of experience now in your lifetimes where you feel yourself to 
be very close to a wall. You feel like there is something you are pressed right up 
against. This is most wonderful. The separated ego will see it as a wall. In truth 
it is a most wonderful threshold. You are going to step over that threshold into 
healing. And I do not mean by this that you are going to release the body. You 
are going to keep the activation of the body but you are going to make, already 
you are in process of making changes within the perception of the belief system 
that is going to allow you to out-picture the joy and the innocence which you 
know is truly your divine birthright. 

1999-0224-132 You have gathered around yourself much of energy that is as catalyst for this 
stepping over the threshold. All of the close family members have agreed that 
they will help you make this step over the threshold. All of the extended family, 
the heart family have said at a certain level of agreement they will help you, 
they will support you in doing this. You see the help of the heart family, the 
extended family to be a bit different than what is happening with the close 
family. But in truth it is all because you are loved. I will make a certain prophecy 
that in the next few months of your timing, you have already felt this, it is going 
to be a choice time for you. There is going to be much that has started already. 
It is going to be shifting because you have gained new perspective. You asked for 
this and you very courageously chose to have experience and new perspective. 
Therefore what you ask for is given to you. It doesn’t always come the way you 
expect it to come, but it does come and sometimes in the gifting you sometimes 
have a tendency to say, “But this isn’t what I ask for. This isn’t the way I 
wanted it to be.” And yet with the 20/20 hindsight you will see that everything 
truly is in divine process. Everything is being healed, brought to that point of holy 
communion and remembrance not only for you but for the others ones involved. 
For it is a most wonderful dance of agreement. 

1999-0224-133 You have come to this gathering because you knew at a very deep level that it 
was going to be important for you and that what you are going to take back from 
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this gathering is going to be strengthening and most important support. Support 
of others that we spoke of earlier this evening and also the support of the Christ 
within which you know now very well. You have touched that place of peace, that 
place of strength. It feels a bit like the new butterfly wings, a bit fragile, a bit 
wet yet, but you are going to have opportunity to spread those wings and they 
will dry off very quickly and they will respond with strength. 

1999-0224-134 So in the next few months of your timing, the next six, we will put it that way 
although this can be a bit less or a bit more depending. The dance is always open 
to improv. You are going to see a flow of energy seemingly of circumstances and 
yet it is a flow of energy that you as the expanded higher Self is going to be 
bringing about that is going to serve your healing. The healing of the body it is as 
the icing on the cake. It is secondary. It is a fringe benefit. Most wonderful, yes, 
so what you have truly asked to know is the healing of the soul, the wounded 
soul. 

1999-0224-135 When I say that to you as an individual it is not just you, it is for all of you so 
gathered in this room and all who are within the sound of my voice. You all are 
the walking wounded and I honor you for walking. It is time now that the 
wounded soul know healing, know how loved they are which is truly what you 
want to know. You have a heart that is full of love, that wants to be shared with 
everyone. You want to have the restrictions let down so that you can live in pure 
love and innocence and joy. That is what your days to come hold for you. You are 
going to step over the threshold. In truth you are going to be pushed over, and 
the process has already started. 

1999-0224-136 I have one from our dear friend, Bert. Bert asked me to ask you about the 
hole in the sky, the dark hole and the meaning for it. The black holes are 
what are mainly referred to. 

1999-0224-137 Yes, again this is a question that has answers on many levels. Most wonderful. In 
this plane of reality that believes in duality there is seen to be light and 
darkness. Now in truth there is only light. What is known as the black hole it has 
been feared by some, it has even been called the hell where you would go into a 
void and never be known again. In other words, it is an energy vortex that if you 
were brought into it, you as a point of consciousness or you as energy, there is no 
difference in truth, could be drawn into it, into a void, into a nothing. 

1999-0224-138 Now in truth there is no point that is a nothing within the Truth -- with a capital 
“T” -- of Isness. So even the void is not void of consciousness or of being. Even 
the void knows Christ. Christ is in the void but there is a certain understanding 
within this plane of reality that loves to have complexity, that loves to have 
duality, that loves to play with all kinds of possibilities. 

1999-0224-139 In truth the black hole as it has been called is a birthing place. It brings forth 
because the Christ is there, new creative intelligence, consciousness, form if you 
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will. The form comes after the consciousness but many times the consciousness 
then decrees that there will be new form. So the black hole is not something to 
be feared it is something to be revered for it is a birthing place. Most powerful. 

1999-0224-140 Where has it come from? Out of the Mind of God. Where does it go? In the Mind 
of God. Is there anything beyond or outside of the Mind of God. No, of course not. 
Now as I have said there are many levels of explanation. There are levels of 
symbolism. There are levels where there would be explanation according to your 
scientific masters. Take whatever information comes to you about it, whatever 
explanation comes. Sit with it and go for the deeper meaning. 

1999-0224-141 In other words, go into the black hole yourself and see what you birth. Go into 
the black hole and know yourself to be in the Mind of God. Does that answer your 
question? 

1999-0224-142 I’m sure Bert will be happy with that answer. 

1999-0224-143 In truth it will raise for him more questions. 

1999-0224-144 And in May he will have them for you. 

1999-0224-145 And I will look forward to that. 

1999-0224-146 I do have a personal question and it concerns the extraterrestrial. In 
meditation there will be sort of a semi-white veil that will disappear and 
open up and the ceiling will become back as will the walls with a million white 
cone dots or entities, are those extraterrestrial beings? 

1999-0224-147 You can call them thus, yes. It is the same as when we were speaking to this 
beloved brother, the awareness of energy forms around you, an expansion if you 
will, of your own awareness now that is going beyond what has been restricted 
understanding of self. You are now being, in your consciousness, like the veil, very 
very thin allowing the osmosis of intelligence of life, different forms of life to be 
sensed and even to be seen with the physical receptors and sensed within of 
course. Are these the space brothers? Of course. What space are you in? 

1999-0224-148 I would ask of you now, you identify these brothers as being space brothers how 
would they look upon you? Are you not a space brother? You are occupying space, 
yes with your intelligence. It is not separate. I’m having fun with you. 

1999-0224-149 I’ve been seeing a vision of a gathering of people, coming together to share 
sort of a festival or celebration of people coming together to share their 
talent, their love for humanity, for earth and in the healing and the joy of 
life. And this gathering I’m seeing is when I first saw it as being something 
that happened near in the Northwest maybe near Sandpoint, Idaho or just 
north of Spokane in this area and it would be sort of an opportunity for 
people to network, to come together and share their talents, their gifts of 
love and sort of a celebration. In the vision what I was seeing I was bringing 
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together everybody that I know, inviting people that I know who offer 
various kinds of talents. And the name of the event came to me as being 
called the Celebration of Light. It was interesting that I was thinking of it 
as being this year, this August and I have a couple of other people involved in 
May. One person said they just couldn’t do it and other person backed out 
and said it was too soon. Maybe just another time they could do it and use 
their land. They have 180 acres of land. Beautiful land north of Spokane. 

1999-0224-150 So I guess what my question is but does this seem like something that would 
serve for this to come forward and this place to be offered and for my own 
personal involvement is maybe in the center of this creation. If you have some 
wisdom to offer here. What sparked my question tonight is Judith and I were 
having a conversation about an event we are going to have together and 
which is going to happen in the end of June and I asked her what would you 
like to call this? She said, how about the Celebration of Light? So I would 
appreciate some comments. 

1999-0224-151 Now, beloved brother you know that there are no accidents. You know that there 
is but one mind and as you are sensitive and open, tuned in it is call, and as the 
beloved friend the one known as Judith is also open to one Mind, of course you 
are going to come up with the same name. 

1999-0224-152 Now, to answer your question, one gathering is not exclusionary of others. In 
other words, there are going to be many celebrations of light, hopefully and you 
are going to be instrumental in bringing together many of those. If ones you call 
upon don’t feel that it resonates with them according to certain timing, then go 
to the next one and the next one and you will find that you will put on in, you 
will be instrumental in facilitating your vision many times in different places. 

1999-0224-153 It is a vision which is true. It is a vision that is going to be evolving in clarity 
within yourself, a concept, if you will. Right now you have come with an idea that 
is a bit nebulous, it is a bit open to shaping and to detail and that is as it should 
be. But you are going to see quite clearly in physical form an evolution of this 
most wonderful vision where there will be many gatherings such as this. 

1999-0224-154 For indeed not all who want to participate in a celebration of their own light are 
going to be at just one gathering. You are going to take this on the road, as it 
would be. You are good at that. Already you are practicing. You have your wheels 
going, different kinds of wheels but you have the wheels going so that you are on 
the road and in touch with many as far as the networking. It is truly a holy 
vision. It will bring many in a way that at first they see it as being just a 
celebration that is nonthreatening. But it will bring them to a deeper 
understanding of who they are, of the Christ which they are. It will be a 
celebration that is joyful. It will be a celebration that will be easy. It will be a 
celebration that will be welcoming and it will be deepening. 
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1999-0224-155 For once they come and participate either in what they see themselves to be as 
certain facilitators or just as the beholders, in truth they are all part of the 
dance and there will be a deepening of resonance, connectedness, if you will, that 
will come from that. So begin. It will not have what you see as a rigid blueprint. 
There will be a certain idea, vision. You already have that. Not every celebration 
of light is going to be a carbon copy. In fact no two will be because no two will 
have the same participants in it. Each one will have an evolution, a life and you 
know this yourself with doing the certain energies. Each celebration, each 
gathering is going to have certain characteristics and will bring forth certain 
results. Have fun with it. 

1999-0224-156 Okay, thank you. 

1999-0224-157 I thank you. For indeed it is an idea that has come from the Christ consciousness. 
It is an idea that has come forth now because it is time, it is time for 
celebration. It is time to get rid of the heaviness of all of the shoulds, even the 
certain rituals and celebrations that have been held up until now where ones 
would do ritual because it was a way of warding off something that might not be 
too good or it might be a ritual in order to save something. Which carries with it 
the subtly that something is not perfect already therefore we have to get 
together and we have to save it. 

1999-0224-158 The celebration of light is going to celebrate that which is perfect already. So it 
will be a true celebration. Yes, beloved one. 

1999-0224-159 .... what is this Advance leading up to? ..... Am I on the right train to say 
that this is all leading up to that within a half a year, ...... demonstrating 
remembrance, etc...... Walk on water and do greater works, etc...... 

1999-0224-160 (good personal answer about Christos Intensives, etc.) 

 


